§1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter aims to investigate diaphasic variation in the texts written by the Deir el-Medina scribe Amennakhte son of Ipuy in New Kingdom Egypt (c.1150 BCE) by analysing the graphemic and linguistic features of the registers he used when writing texts belonging to different genres. The registers are conceived here as selections operating within the scribal repertoire. At an empirical level, this study is intended as a first step towards a comprehensive description of the types of linguistic variation found within the written production of the Deir el-Medina community in New Kingdom Egypt (c.1450–1050); at a more methodological level, it is intended as a case study testing the applicability of some historical sociolinguistic methods in the field of Ancient Egyptian, which could ultimately result in refining our approach to its diachrony.

The chapter is structured as follows. After an introduction presenting the scribe and author Amennakhte (§2), I provide an overview of the corpus of texts that can be linked to this individual and justify the selection that has been made for the present study (§3). Following a discussion of graphemic regularities across
text types in this corpus (§4), a multidimensional description of Amennakhte's registers is proposed (§5). The results of this section are combined with a discussion of habits that can be identified in Amennakhte's writings, at the graphemomorphological and constructional levels (§6). This allows a representation of the space occupied by each text within the continuum of registers (or language space). Finally, I test the possibility of using ideodictal features to identify a scribe (or an author) in the community of Deir el-Medina, comparing the data obtained in this study with three texts closely related to Amennakhte.

§2. AMENNAKHTE: A SCRIBE AND AUTHOR

Amennakhte is an illustrious figure of the Deir el-Medina community. He is known to have been a draftsman before he was promoted to the office of scribe of the Tomb in year 16 of Ramses III, third month of the inundation season, by the vizier To. He held this post for more than thirty years, until he eventually passed away in year 6 or 7, most probably of the reign of Ramses VI. He was the founder of a six-generation lineage of scribes who occupied this function within the village down to the Twenty-first Dynasty. Additionally, he was a prominent intellectual figure of the community during the first part of the Twentieth Dynasty (c.1170–1140). Indeed, not only was he in charge of the administration of the Tomb (and wrote down an impressive amount of documents regarding administrative and judicial matters), he also had a deep interest in belles-lettres and produced several literary texts, such as a teaching and poems, as well as hymns to kings and gods (see below for a detailed list).

In the pre-demotic Egyptian documentation, it is quite exceptional to have access to such a variety of registers for a single scribe. This is partly due to the fact that, down to the Twentieth Dynasty, the historical authors of literary pieces are almost completely elusive in the extant written records. To put it briefly, in the cultural environment of ancient Egypt, the conception of authorship differs essentially from our modern understanding of the concept—partly inherited from classical philology—and one should consequently avoid projecting it back onto the Ancient Egyptian material. A simplified (but quite accurate) way of describing how the Egyptians conceived of the notion of authorship before the Ramesside era is the following: authors of literary texts are to be identified with the figures who are fictively presented as having the auctoritas on their content and not with the historical scribe who actually

---

8 See Bickel and Mathieu (1993, 48) who quote the famous passage of the Late Rameside Letters (PB EA 10526, r=20–2) dealing with wet papyri that were put in Amennakhte's Tomb and hypothesize, following Koenig (1988), but against Pestman (1982), that he was at some point of the Chester Beatty collection of papyri, but not necessarily this collection (cf. Polis (Chapter 4, this volume, n.141). The title s n pr nh'scribe of the House of Life', found after Amennakhte's name in one of the copies of his teaching (O.Cairo n.s.), could be taken as a mere indication of this prominent social and intellectual status (see Vernus (2009, 139; 2010, 56 and 369), who stresses the obvious admission of Amennakhte in 'le royaume des belles-lettres' as shown by the fact that the title of his teaching is directly followed by the Teaching of Amenemhat on O.Cairo n.s.). However, the occurrences of this title in a graffito of the Theban Mountain (no. 2173) as well as the advice irwyk sj pbr=k pr nh 'may you be a scribe and frequent the House of Life' in Amennakhte's Teaching might both be an indication that the title has to be taken at face value (see, e.g., Posener (1955, 69) and Bickel and Mathieu (1993, 36 n. 31)).

10 On the concept of language space, comprising language varieties and intrinsically heterogeneous, see especially Berrutto (2010, 226 and fig. 2).

11 See already Cerny (1936) and appendix D devoted to his family in Cerny (2004, 339–83); further literature in Eyre (1979, 84), Frandsen (1990, 195 n. 98), Bickel and Mathieu (1993), Vernus (1993, 172 n. 21), Nelson and Hassanein (1995), Davies (1999, 105–18), Klotz (2006, 271 n. 14), and Dorn (2006, 78). Andreas Dorn has a project that focuses on the different aspects of this individual: using all the extant records, he aims not only to account for Amennakhte's career, biography, and written production, but also to providing, through this central figure, a clearer picture of the whole sociocultural milieu of Deir el-Medina in the Twentieth Dynasty. I thank him warmly for the amount of data that he shared with me on the topic.

Numerous graffiti in the Theban Mountain document this title; see Cerny (2004, 240 n. 2). He probably occupied this post as early as the reign of Seti II (see graffito 621 in Spiegelberg (1921) and Davies (1999, 105)). In Year 10 of Ramses III, he is most certainly referred to as ss-br (on O.Michaelides I, 5–6 (= KRI 212) suggested emending the date to a 'Year 16', but this emendation requires further evidence. On the graffiti related to the scribe Amennakhte in general, see Peden (2001, 182–8).

8 See Spiegelberg (1921, nos. III and 143). The beginning of the draft of one letter written by Amennakhte to the vizier To is preserved on O.I.Ouvre N 696, r (on this text, see below Text C). He was so grateful to the vizier that he named one of his sons after him; see, e.g., Davies (1999).


10 See especially the graffito (no. 1109) left by the scribe Dhotumse: lb.t 18 lbd 1 pr ssw 28, s-nsw nhyw-my n hnw s sl-nsw h-pr=p-rh t sl nsw s htr-ri s sl-nsw tmm-nfh n hnw 'Year 18, first month of the winter season, day 28, the king's scribe of the interior, Dhotumse, son of the king's scribe Harshire, son of the king's scribe of the interior Amennakhte.' On this family of scribes, see already Cerny (1936) and Christophe (1957). An updated list of bibliographical references and the analysis of the last three generations are in Bouvier and Bouvier (2006, 23). On the evolution of the status and function of the Deir el-Medina scribes during the Twentieth Dynasty, see Demarée (2008, 51).
composed the text. This provides a side explanation for the mention of authors only in the case of teachings and discourses that offer an authoritative vision and a qualified reflection on the world. Accordingly, viziers or other famous characters of the past regularly act as guarantor for wisdom texts, the 'author' may also simply be a generic figure, as in the Instruction of A Man for his Son, which emphasizes not only 'wisdom's universality', but also the moral authority of the father figure. This explains why, in the didactic literature of the New Kingdom, the authorship of texts is usually attributed to the teachers themselves, who maintain metaphoric father-to-son relations with their pupils. These relations are often reflected by actual acts of filial piety.

It is only during the Ramesside period that external metareferences to literary texts and figures appear in the documentation. In the context of this paper, it is worth mentioning that the verso of P.Chester Beatty IV, which contains the famous 'Eulogy of Dead writers', has been tentatively attributed to Amennakhte himself (see infra §4), even if this remains a hypothetical proposal. Strikingly, this coincides with the times when we are first able to match individual scribes, known by other records, with authors of literary compositions, i.e. to contextualize historically non-fictive authorships. For the present, this kind of matching has only been possible in the context of Deir el-Medina during the first period of the Twentieth Dynasty, i.e. when the level of literacy was substantially higher than in other places and times, and when textuality became the witnesses of these texts; see Moers (2009, 321), who rightly states that we are studying productive tradition and argues against the excess and a priori of a 'Fehlerphilologie'.

22 In this respect, the relationship between Ramose and Qenhirkhopshef immediately springs to mind (see Cerny (2004, 325–6) and Vernon (2002, 58)).


26 Except for some marginal cases, such as Butaheamon's letter to his departed wife (= O.Louvre 698; beginning of the Twenty-first Dynasty), see Goldwasser (1995).

27 On the earlier texts attributed by the Egyptian textual tradition to the scribe Khety and the question of his actual existence, see Quirk (2004, 31–3). The wisdom text attributed to Aametchu, which is inscribed in the Tomb of Uheraman (see Dzioke (1998, 23–54); Eighteenth Dynasty [Thutmosis III]), might well belong to the topos of a fictive father-to-son teaching (Ptahhotep and after) rather than being an actual composition of Aametchu (this viewpoint has also been put forward by Vernon (2010, 55)).

28 It is worth noting, after Dorn (2006), that the literary documentation from Deir el-Medina after this period (i.e. from the second half of the Twentieth Dynasty onwards) is, to say the least, limited. We certainly witness 'at first a reorganization and then a reduction of the literary activity that seems to exclude Thebes from what is going on in other regions of the country' (Loprieno 2006, 166). Accordingly, it looks very much as if the times of Amennakhte constituted a kind of acme in the literary life of the community.

29 As a working hypothesis, it could be suggested that Amennakhte was a pioneer of the practice of 'signature'. Indeed, other 'signatures' of scribes are either contemporaneous or posterior to him; see in particular his son Amenhotep (Keller (2003)), who frequently signed the figured ostraca he produced.

30 Mathieu (2003, 136–7 and table 3) and Dorn (2009); see especially the figures on pp. 76–7 and the comments on pp. 77–82) have shown how the authors emerge in our documentation under Ramesses III. It is worth noting that the selection in the written repertoire made by the scribes in these texts does not strictly emulate the Earlier Egyptian language anymore, but corresponds to high registers of Late Egyptian tinted with older constructions, lexemes, and spellings (which are indexical of their literary value) and expressly filtering some features more recently introduced in the written repertoire. This opening of the literary sphere to new registers is already documented during the Nineteenth Dynasty; see, e.g., P.AnaStasi 1. Strikingly, this phenomenon is reflected by the types of texts copied as school exercises, as has been demonstrated in Dorn (2009).


32 Seven other texts might be included here, following the hypotheses put forward in Mathieu (2003, 136–7, table 3), Lenzo Marchese (2004, 365), and Dorn (2009, 77): O.Cairo CG 25225 (Hymn to Amun-Ra; Amenemhat), O.Dem 1593+O. Michaelides 82 (Hymn to Amen-Ra; Amenemhat), O.Turin 57003 (Hymn to the Sun; Panefreti), O.Turin 57319+O. Dem 1635 (Love song; a scribe in the Place of Truth, if the 'signature' of the v is related to the text on the r). Possible additional candidates are mentioned in passing when analysing the formula ir.n s/l 'PN' 'made by the scribe PN', see n. 49.

33 On the O.OIC 12074, see, for example, Fischer-Elfert (2006) and the abundant literature quoted in Vernon (2010, 469–75).

34 This short šl bmt.t mtr.t is preserved on a single ostraca, O.Gardiner 2, r°; see Bickel and Mathieu (1993, 49–51).

35 See Dorn (2009, 77, 201, 190–1), with two new parallels from the Valley of Kings (see pp. 457–8, nos. 745 and 746; pls. 648–56) showing that, much like Amennakhte's Teaching, this text was used as a school exercise.

3. (a large amount of) other texts written within the same community, which allow us to interpret the linguistic assemblage found in each of Amennakhte's scribal productions in the light of other texts, and which serve as a tertium comparationis.

In the framework of this paper, the focus is on Amennakhte's writings themselves (i.e. point 2), and the analysis will be restricted to an 'internal' approach to the selections made by this individual in the scribal repertoire of his time. Thereby, I intend to describe the diaphasic variation found within the texts he produced, including issues of standardization, written formality, and idiosyncrasies, and to show that the variation—far from being 'free'—is to be conceptualized in relation to a full mastery of all the registers available to a scribe in the beginning of the Twentieth Dynasty. Amennakhte was consciously using and playing with them, depending on the conditions of production and on the norms attached to each genre.

§ 3. THE CORPUS OF AMENNAKHTE'S WRITINGS

The corpus used for the present analysis is restricted to a body of texts whose attribution to Amennakhte son of Ipuy, as author (not necessarily as scribe, see below),

suffers little doubt and is agreed upon by most scholars. This option has been favoured in order to avoid uncontrollable discrepancies in the results, so as to give a description of the types of variation found in his writings that could be used later on as a 'test corpus', i.e. which (graphemic and) linguistic features may be used as criteria when one tries to corroborate or invalidate the attribution of a text to Amennakhte.

Among the literary texts, only those that bear the formula (ir.n) sỉ imm-nht ‘(made by) the scribe Amennakhte’ (or some variant thereof) have been included in the present corpus:

Text 1 (T1): Teaching of Amennakhte.


77 On this point, see already the comments made by Bickel and Mathieu (1993, 48): ‘les écrivains accomplis devaient être capables de traiter tous les genres, comme le souligne l’Enseignement: It est si agréable de trouver un homme compétent dans tous les domaines’ (e.g. ndm sp-2 gm z lp m kl t nh.t). On this sentence, see now the interpretation suggested by Vernus (2012, 420).
78 On the identifiability of authors and scribes in ancient societies and, more specifically, concerning how much of the language that we still see today is the scribe's or represents the author,

see the analysis in Bergs (Chapter 3 in this volume).
The Scribal Repertoire of Amennakhte Son of Ipuy

Text 5 (TS): Encomium of Ramses IV (O.Turin CG 57001, r° = cat. 2161).
Ed.: López (1978, pls. 1a–1). Bib.: Assmann (1975, 498–9); Bickel and Mathieu (1993). Authorship: Consensus of the scholars, based on the formula of r° 9: ir.n ss 1mn-nht n pt ḫrw m ḫsbt 4 ḫbd 1 ḫbw t sw 14 ‘made by the scribe Amennakhte in year 4, first month of Akhet, fourteenth day’.

Text 6 (T6): Hymn to Ptah.
Ed.: López (1978, pls. 3–4a). Bib.: Bickel and Mathieu (1993, 45–7). Authorship: Consensus of the scholars, based on the formula of r° 9: ๏ ss ḫšn-nḥt s ḫlpw n pt ḫrw ḫsbt 2 ḫbd 4 pr.t sw 27 n nsw.t-bity R5 ‘the scribe Amennakhte of the Tomb, son of Ipuy; year 2, fourth month of Peret, twenty-seventh day of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt Ramses V’.

Text 7 (T7): Appeal to the gods (r°; 7 lines, the lower part being slightly erased) followed by a Hymn to Osiris (r°; 8 lines) (O.IFPAOL inv. 117).
Ed.: Dorn and Polis (2016). Authorship: Based on the formula of r° 8: ir.n ss 1mn-nht n pt ḫrw ‘made by the scribe Amennakhte of the Tomb’.

An eighth literary text (hymn to a king of the Twentieth Dynasty), O.Berlin P 14262 r°, is now to be added to Amennakhte’s literary production (sš ḫšn-nḥt (ṣš ḫlpw […] on line 6, i.e. the last line, of the ostraca), but will not be included in the corpus for it was published after the completion of the present study.

Following other scholars, I assume that the formula (ir.n) ss ḫšn-nḥt ‘(made by) the scribe Amennakhte’ that occurs at the end of the literary texts introduces, in the present case, the name of the author, but not necessarily the name of the copyist or scribe; some of them could be autographs, but this remains to be demonstrated. This position, explicitly endorsed by Bickel and Mathieu, is not unproblematic. Indeed, if the use of the ir.n PN formula is documented in cases when it can solely refer to the author, i.e. to the exclusion of the scribe who actually copied the text, the full formula (ir.n PN) or the bare name of an individual (PN) may also occur at the end of a text in reference to the scribe who actually wrote it down. This case is especially well attested for students copied texts as a school exercise. Therefore, the occurrence of the IFAO and of the Egyptian Museum in Turin (and there are undoubtedly more to be found in other collections). They are being prepared for publication by Dorn and Polis.

46 See especially the ‘signature(s)’ of the st-ḥw ‘draughtsmen’ studied by Keller (1984, 2003, 86) who argues that ‘la formule votive ir.(t).n signifie non seulement que le dessinateur en question était le dédicant de la pièce mais aussi qu’il en était le créateur’ and quotes other cases in which the subject of the r°(t).n formula cannot be the orant, but only the author. Add now the study by Dorn (2017).

47 Bickel and Mathieu (1993, 38) state that ‘la paternité unique [de ces textes] est indubitable’ and consider that, maybe with the exception of T5, ‘[l]àtes compositions […] semblent nous être parvenues sur des documents écrits de la main même d’Amennakhte.’

48 Among the well-known incipits of earlier texts, see, for example, the post-Middle Kingdom versions of Ptahhotep; see Moers (2009, 323–4) who produces a penetrating analysis of the appearance of ir.t.n ‘verfertigen’ (vs the earlier d.v ‘vortragen’).

49 The same is expressed in McDowell (2000, 227–8) and Lenzo Marchese (2004, 2016, 364–6) where several examples are quoted. The following list of examples can be considered: O.DeM 1022 and 1042 (copy of the Satire of the Trades with bare name of the copyist at the end, ir nfr), and O.DeM 1560 (copy of the Satire of the Trades on the v° with the formula ir.t.n ss PN ‘made by the scribe PN son of PN’ on r° 1–2); this formula is sometimes further developed with the mention of a dedicatee as in O.DeM 1027 (copy of the Hymn to the Inundation with the formula ir.n ss ḫs-nfr n ḫrt at the end on ḫrw 3–4 ‘made by the scribe Inlefer for Hor’). The formula ir.n ss PN is also attested in relation with exercises on specific signs (see, e.g., O.DeM 1784 with the formula ir.n ss ḫrw ‘made by the scribe Ani’ framed in an inked box in the middle of bull signs; exercise on a royal epithet) or on colophons (see P.Sallier IV, r° 16.2: ir.n ss ḫšn-nḥt sš ḫm ‘made by the scribe Amenkhau’). There is also an attested with the formula ir.n ss ḫn-nḥt sš ḫm ‘made by the scribe Amenkhau’ after model letters (see, e.g., O.DeM 1693, r° x+6; signed by one of Amennakht’s sons, Paneferemdjed), after love songs (see, e.g., O.Turin 57319+O.DeM 1635; if the formula on the v° is related to the text on the r°), after a dreambook (P.Chester Beatty III, 10.20; ir.n ss ḫšn-nḥt sš ḫm ‘made by the scribe Amennakhte son of Khemmun’), and after copies of literary texts (in this case, it follows the ḫw w ḫn-nḥt sš PN formula: P.Sallier III, 11.9–11 [Pentaweret—Kadeshe].

So far, this text has received little attention. Bickel and Mathieu (1993, 45) suggest that it could be a hymn to Ptah (two occurrences of the name Ptah (r° 3 and 5) and phraseological similarities with other hymns to this divinity (especially P.Berlin P 3048 and P.Harris I, 4–5)).

50 A hymn to Amun-Re of Karnak on an uncarved stela (MMA 21.2.6) has also been attributed to Amennakhte; see Klotz (2006, 272) and the previous mentions in Černý (2004, 350 n. 8) and Davies (1999, 105 n. 289 and 109 n. 348). However, the authorship appears to rely solely on the appearance of Amennakhte (sš-nw.t n sš mš t ḫšn-nḥt ‘Royal scribe of the Place of Truth, Amennakhte’) in the lower register (followed by his son, the scribe Pentaweret and his brother, the chief craftsman Amenemope). Consequently, the attribution of this text to Amennakhte is plausible, but disputable: the other two individuals depicted on the stela could well be the artists who drew it, and we should not exclude the possibility of attributing it to other contemporary literates of the community. This question deserves special interest. If this text were to be included among Amennakhte’s literary works and if he actually drew the stela himself (this question might be addressed by taking into consideration the ostraca to Ptah made by Amennakhte (Valley of the Queens, see Nelson and Hassanein (1995, 23)), as well as the ostraca to Meretseger (O.BRiK 244) recently found in the Valley of the Kings (see Dorn 2011, II, 293; II, 216–17), then a tenth text is also to be taken into consideration: the hymn addressed to the great cat (as sun god) on a stela in the Ashmolean Museum (picture and description in Winter (1963, 201–2 and fig. 18); translation in Assmann (1975, 368 and 604)). I agree with Klotz (2006, 270; with further bibliography on the stela in n. 4) that this piece is likely to be the work of the same artisan. Unfortunately, the names of the man and woman of the lower register have never been drawn. Furthermore, Andreas Dorn has drawn my attention to two other traces of personal piety, which might have been produced by Amennakhte (Stela BM EA 374, see Parkinson (1999) and KRI V 645, 14–16 and KRI V 644, 12–14), but this remains difficult to ascertain given the lack of filiation.

51 See Burkard (2013).

52 A picture of the r° of this ostraca is available online on the website Deir el Medine Online (http://dem-online.gwi.uni-muenchen.de/fragment.php?id=243). Other literary texts signed by Amennakhte have been identified since then among the unpublished papyri and ostraca of the
formula ‘(made by) the scribe Amennakhte’ after literary texts is not sufficient if one wishes to ascertain his authorship, for it might be used to indicate a copy that he made. In order to corroborate Amennakhte’s authorship for the above-mentioned texts, two additional facts can be taken into consideration:

1. He is the author of T1.
2. T4, T5, and T6 were composed quite late in Amennakhte’s life (under Ramses IV and V), i.e. at a time when Amennakhte was a skilled professional in writing and had few (if any) reasons to copy such literary texts on ostraca.

Given both points 1 and 2, it is tempting to attribute T2, T3, and T7 to the same author, especially based on the fact that we have to deal with trained literary hands, which seems to exclude ‘signed’ school exercises. Hence, the probability that Amennakhte actually composed these texts is high, but this has not been definitely proven yet.

One should stress here the fact that the attribution of these literary texts to Amennakhte does not rely on the identification of his handwriting. Indeed, as has been pointed out several times, the use of palaeographical arguments for dating in general, and for the identification of individual handwriting in particular, still remains a risky business, not least because of the similarities between hands in the Deir el-Medina community of the period.

This principle also applies to the selection of documentary texts that have been included in the present corpus; their palaeography has been used very cautiously as a secondary criterion and it is only the documents for which the introduction of the prayer like in O.DeM 1197, r 1: 1dw r t-pw=f m ‘nht in s3 kd hri-mnw’ ‘worshiping Ra when he goes down in life by the draughtsman Hormin’; see also O.DeM 1706, 1748; the status of the scribe of O.BM EA 29549 is difficult to ascertain: we are dealing with a mere copyist or with an author introduced after a long colophon by it(ri) in hry=‘=f’ made by his assistant’ (v 2) 2 Finally, one sometimes finds the formula sf pw PN ‘it is the scribe PN’ at the end of literary texts, such as O.Leipzig 8, r 5.

30 Such an enterprise (with a special attention to the ductus) is part of another project.
31 See, e.g., Eyre (1979, 86–7) and Janssen (1984, 305–6; 1987).
32 See, inter alios, Gasse (1992, n. 27); Janssen (1994, 96); Sweeney (1998, 102–3); and van den Berg and Donker van Heel (2000). For the Will of Naunakhte, see Eyre (1979, 87): ‘Even within the Will of Naunakhte [calligraphic writing], the degree of deliberateness in sign formation varies quite considerably, the forms tending most to cursiveness and ligature appearing in the list of witnesses at the end of the first column.’
33 Amennakhte was a ‘teacher’ and Eyre (1979, 87) suggests that we could be dealing with a ‘school’ of hands closely associated with his. Further comments on the similarities between the hands that wrote the numerous ostraca of the teaching of Amennakhte are in Darn (2004, 49). On this point, see also Parkinson (1999, 158) who states, about O.BMEA 4154 (T1b): ‘This copy is well written on a carefully chosen ostraca and the scribe’s handwriting seems to be modelled on Amennakhte’s own.’ Given r 2 and comparing it with T1b (n pt [LAC.] for the son [LAC.]) 19 20 21 one may wonder whether Hormin is actually the dedicatee (Bickel and Mathieu 1993) or rather the copyist of T1 (Dorn 2009, 77).

strong internal evidence speaks in favour of Amennakhte’s authorship that have been kept in the main corpus.44

Text A (TA): The testamentary deposition of Naunakhte (also known as The Last Will of Naunakhte [Doc. I] = P.Ashmolean 1945.97 = P.Gardiner I [cols. 1–5.8]).

Ed.: Ĉerný (1945, 2114–15) = KRI VI, 236–40. Year 3 Ramses V or VI. Authorship: Amennakhte is mentioned as the scribe: irw in s3 imm-nft n ptḥy hṛḥi (col. 5).8

Text B (TB): The Turin Strike Papyrus (= P.Turin Cat. 1880).

Ed. RAD xiv–xvii and 45–58 = n° xviii. Year 29–30 Ramses III. Bib.: Pleyte and Rossi (1869–76, pl. XXXX–XVIII [fac simile]); Edgerton (1951a); Frandsen (1990); Häggman (2002, 20–2); Müller (2004). Authorship: Based on internal evidence, see, for example, Edgerton (1951a, 144–5); Frandsen (1990); Donker van Heel and Haring (2003, 40 n. 3).45

Text C (TC): Draft of a letter by the scribe Amennakhte (r°) and two accounts (v°);

Doc. A records the amount of fresh vegetables to be delivered by the doorkeeper ‘nh-r3-hr’ and Doc. B records the amounts of firewood to be delivered by the same doorkeeper = O.Louvre N. 696).

44 Usually, arguments of two kinds are invoked in arguing for the authorship of Late Egyptian documentary texts: (1) palaeographical comparison, which has been used by Eyre (1979, 86–7 and n. 57) in combination with the onomastic point of view; this results in a list of no less than twenty documents attributed to Amennakhte; see infra; (2) the occurrence of the name of the scribe in the document, especially when he is the only person qualified as a scribe among the people mentioned in the text and when his position in the list of witnesses is prominent or unexpected. Both arguments are used by Zonhoven (1979, 89 and 97) regarding the attribution of O.Wien Aeg 1 to Amennakhte.

45 The end of the fifth column perhaps was written by Horisheri, son and pupil of Amennakhte; see already Ĉerný (1945, 31). This suggestion received general approval; see, e.g., Eyre (1979, 86): ‘That he is indeed correct, as also in his presumption that the later hand is that of Horisheri, is unchallengeable.’ Eyre’s argument is also based on the appearance of Horisheri among the witnesses to the codicil in his earliest attestation as ‘Scribe of the Tomb’.

This papyrus is basically a series of notes related to the strike that occurred in Deir el-Medina at this time (see, e.g., Valbelle (1985, 35), Polis (2011, 387)), even if, as it has been noted (see Eyre (1979, 90 n. 36)), the word špḥ (lit. ‘memorandum’) only occurs after a later addition (RAD 58.14–16). One finds this term in connection with Amennakhte on O.DeM 761: [prtš] špḥ n s3 imm-nft and (see Granet (2000, 162)). On the notion of ‘draft’ in relation to this document, see Donker van Heel and Haring (2003, 1–2).

46 The strongest argument in attributing this document to Amennakhte is maybe not so much the preponderant and positive part he plays in it, but the switch from the third to the first person pronoun that occurs in P.Turin Cat. 1880, r 3.12–13 when the narrative resumes after direct speech: iw n̄ hr in twró-hr ‘n̄ and I brought them back to the upper place’; see also the switch from the first to the third person in v 7.3–4. This phenomenon is also attested in other documents; see, e.g., the first text to the verso of P.Turin Cat. 1879 (v 2.7–2.22 = KRI VI, 358.3–359.5); cf. infra n. 59 with Janssen (1994, 92): ‘the scribe suddenly introduces himself and his companions, here probably the captains of the necropolis. Structure: {prtš} hrw pn, špḥ n̄ ḥr n ptḥy m-bbs ptḥy n̄ m-nfṭy n̄ m-nfṭy...’

47 Gardiner, in his publication of the text (RAD xvii), already noticed that ‘the handwriting [...] may have been due to the same scribe throughout, though the size of the writing varies in different places...’ The scribe was a skilled professional.”
Ed.: Koenig (1991, 98–101 and 103) = KRI VII, 321. Ramses III (end of reign). Authorship: Amennakhte is the sender of this draft of a letter to the vizier ti (r° 1–2: t+j-wy hr wnyy-nwêt mr niwt fty ti – sš imn-nḥt) and his name appears three times on the verso (see esp. Doc. B, l. 7–8: sš imn-nḥt n pt₇ hr r-hṭ mr-nwêt tḥi).

To the best of my knowledge, apart from these three documentary texts, the name of Amennakhte (son of Ipuy) occurs in more than 120 documents (with many variants in his title: sš, sš-kdw, sš n pt₇ hr (ḥnty), etc.). Among these, at least twenty ostraca and one papyrus have been explicitly attributed to him by scholars (notably by Eyre, who combined two types of criteria: palaeography and appearance of the name of Amennakhte in prominence):

1: O.Ashmolean Museum 4 [= O.Gardiner 4].

2: O.Ashmolean Museum 68 [= O.Gardiner 68].

3: O.Ashmolean Museum 104 [= O.Gardiner 104].

4: O.Berlin P 10633.
Ed.: DeM-online = KRI V, 529–30. Year 29 Ramses III.

5: O.Berlin P 10645+10646.
Ed.: HOPR pl. 6–7 and DeM-online = KRI V, 527–8. Year 28 Ramses III. Bib.: Allam (1973, 30); Wimmer (1995, I, 29–30) [hand similar to T7].

One could probably add two rather exceptional papyri to this list, even if these attributions remain problematic. [1] P.Turin Cat. 1879+1969+1899, i.e. the famous map of the mines located in Wadi Hammamat. Romer (1984, 129–30) was the first to acknowledge the fact that this map could have been drawn by a scribe from Deir el-Medina. Harrel and Brown (1989; 1992, 86) suggested that this scribe could be Amennakhte son of Ipuy (see the development on pp. 100–3). The name of Amennakhte appears several times on the (mostly unpublished) verso. The first text (r° 1:1–3 = KRI VI, 377.12–14), for instance, records an oath sworn by the scribe Amennakhte in his house, certainly in the presence of his wife (hiḥt [LAC] =ḥk [LAC] hrw) pn in sš imn-nḥt (LICŠ [LAC] m t+]w fictional text) =ḥk [LAC] hrw). The second (r° 1:3–6 = KRI VI, 335.5–337.15; see Hovestreydt (1997)) and third texts (r° 2:7–2:22 = KRI VI, 338.3–339.5) are tentatively attributed to the scribe of the necropolis Hori by Janssen (1994, 92–6), but Amennakhte remains a possible candidate (see Hovestreydt 1997, 104; McDowell 1999, 94). [2] P.Turin 1885 (see Carter and Gardiner (1917), and von Beckerath (2000)), i.e. the well-known plan of the tomb of Ramses IV (name of Amennakhte on the verso).

Eyre (1979, 91 n. 57), and see already Černý (2004, 342). Now, add the list provided by Burkard (2013, 67).
texts paid a great deal of attention to the formal side of their undertaking.\(^{67}\) Inductively, it would be surprising if this were not to apply to other literary texts produced by Amennakhte. Hence, I consider all the spellings of the literary corpus to be representative of Amennakhte's own.

In this section, one will observe (1) the high degree of regularity of the spellings in Amennakhte's writings, (2) the importance of the iconic potential of the hieratic script through the analysis of some motivated variations of classifiers,\(^{68}\) and (3) variations in the spellings that are characteristic of given genres and the result of Amennakhte's deliberate choice.

As a first illustration, one may examine the variation found within substantives.\(^{69}\) If we exclude some marginal cases, such as the variation between (TA, 3.11) vs \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (sci/pl. systematic; \textit{passim}), there is only one example of apparently unmotivated variation in the literary texts (143 lexemes; thirty-three occur in two texts or more [23 per cent]) and one example in the documentary texts (172 lexemes; thirty-two occur in two texts or more [18.6 per cent]):

- \textit{mpw} 'boat' \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (TA, 2; similar in other witnesses of T1) vs \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (T3, 5);
- \textit{\textit{\textnormal{gr}} 'wooden ?box?' \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (TB, \(\nu^{5.15}\)) vs \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (TB, \(\nu^{5.11}\)), certainly due to a lexical borrowing.\(^{70}\)

\(^{67}\) Burkard (1977, 68–71 and 142–5) showed that the texts were not written to dictation but copied; see also McDowell (1996, 607) and the comment made by Parkinson (1999, 158).

\(^{68}\) On the use of the term 'classifier' and its relevance for analysing the Ancient Egyptian writing system, see Goldwasser and Grinevald (2012) and Lincke and Kammerzell (2012).

\(^{69}\) Proper names have been excluded here.

\(^{70}\) See Janssen (1975, 206, 2009, 84), who does not acknowledge the spelling with \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\). The alternation between \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (TA, 3.11) vs \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (sci/pl. systematic; \textit{passim}), there is only one example of apparently unmotivated variation in the literary texts (143 lexemes; thirty-three occur in two texts or more [23 per cent]) and one example in the documentary texts (172 lexemes; thirty-two occur in two texts or more [18.6 per cent]):

- \textit{mpw} 'boat' \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (TA, 2; similar in other witnesses of T1) vs \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (T3, 5);
- \textit{\textit{\textnormal{gr}} 'wooden ?box?' \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (TB, \(\nu^{5.15}\)) vs \(\left[ \begin{array}{c} \text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.} \\
\text{\textit{\textnormal{sp}}/\textit{\textnormal{sp}}.}\end{array} \right]\) (TB, \(\nu^{5.11}\)), certainly due to a lexical borrowing.\(^{70}\)
Except for these two cases, the spellings of the substantives are overwhelmingly regular. This phenomenon may be illustrated with three types of motivated variation at the graphemic level:

1. **Number**

   The singular vs plural number is spelled consistently (even when quite infrequent 'orthographies' are used for the plural). For example, *is.t* 'place' is written $\text{is.t}$ (both in literary and documentary texts) and the two occurrences of the plural are written the same way: $\text{is.t} \text{is.t}$ (TA, r = 4.10 and TB, r = 4.4; another occurrence of this spelling is P.Anastasi IV, 4.9 (= LEM 39.5)).

2. **Feminine writings**

   The absolute vs suffixal states of the feminine substantives have different but coherent spellings. For example: *sby.t* 'teaching' $\text{sby.t}$ (TA, 1) vs *sby.t* $\text{sby.t}$ (TIA, 10; TII, 5; etc.), here with the second person singular masculine suffix pronoun (2SGM).

3. **The influence of the discursive environment**

   The opposition between $\text{is.t}$ (TB passim, TC, b, v = 1) and $\text{is.t}$ (TB) is perfectly coherent. One always finds the first spelling in dates and the second when the lexeme is included in the main text; see, e.g., *twm hrk.(w)y)n, iw hrw 18 k m p3 bhd* (2SGM) 'we are hungry, the eighteenth day of the month is there (and no ration arrived)' (TB, r = 1.2).

   The opposition between $\text{sby.t}$ (e.g., TII, 2; TB passim; TC, b, v = 1, v = 7; etc.) and $\text{sby.t}$ (e.g., TII, 5; TB, r = 1.3, v = 2.9, 3.26, 3.29, 4.15; etc.), or $\text{ss}$ (TC, r = 2, b, v = 8) and $\text{ss}$ (TB passim), follows the strict distribution (in headings and 'signatures') (st PN; when it is written, the classifier A1 appears after the PN) vs *title or function in the main text* (e.g., *p3 s$n pn* $\text{hr}$ 'the scribe of the Tomb', $\text{hr}$ = *k* 'may you be a scribe', etc.).

   In TB, the word *is.t* 'gang' ($\text{is.t}$ or $\text{is.t}$) appears without the quad $\text{sby.t}$ in the title 'is.t' 'chief of the gang' solely; or are spellings found in the phrase *p3-n-is.t* 'hand' (e.g., TII, 1.3; see v = 2.9, 3.25, 3.28, 4.14; also occurs in 'is.t' PN, see v = 6.6; r = 3.7, 4.2. When Amennakhte refers to the whole gang as such, in the noun phrase *is.t* 'gang', the classifiers of the seated man and the plural strokes are always present.  

Furthermore, it should be stressed that the writings of the substantives are consistent across genres (310 lexemes; 13 per cent (n = 40) occur both in literary and documentary texts): there is no significant variation of spellings between literary and documentary texts. This means that the degree of carefulness of the handwriting does not directly affect the spellings. Within the documentary texts, however, one observes an influence of cursive handwriting (e.g., *hrw* 'day' $\text{hrw}$ vs $\text{hrw}$). 

The only exception is to be found in a list of v = 4.16 (*sby.t* is.t), which deals with the quantity of vegetables that a gardener has to deliver. It should also be noted that $\text{n}$ is the only spelling attested in TA.

72. Another cogent example for the period is the discrimination in writing between two individuals called *Mi-nhtw=ny* (see Dorn (2006)), which has been discussed by Loprieno (2006, 167).
73. See already the comments in Broze (1996, 129–56), with previous literature on the topic, regarding the 'manipulations graphic' and their consistency in the tale of Horus and Seth, which undoubtedly point to a very high degree of elaboration of the written performance.
As has been stressed, the genres do have a minimal influence on the spellings of the substantives. As far as this distinction is concerned, no conclusion can apparently be drawn from the graphemic level of variation. However, Amennakhtë’s habit of writing the second person masculine singular suffix pronoun is worth investigating further in this respect. Indeed, the alternation between the spellings $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$ and $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$ (or the like) of this pronoun appears to be overwhelmingly regular and might be symptomatic both of literary registers and of an ‘idiolectal’ conception of the syntagmatic environments where each of these spellings occurs.

The spelling $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$ is the usual spelling of the second person masculine singular suffix pronoun but, in a proportion of approximately 1 to 3, two other types of spellings occur:

1. $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$ is consistently used after dual inflexions: $\text{tr.ty} = \text{ky}$ ‘your eyes’ (TIA, 4 (= T1B, 7 = T1j, 1 = TIK, 5–6); T3, 7; T4, 5); $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$ ‘your arms’ (T4, 6). This infrequent spelling of the suffix pronoun, which occurs most of the time in monumental contexts (in phrases like $\text{ht.fb.ty} = \text{ky}$ ‘under your feet’, e.g. in Urk. IV, 1661, 5; 1754, 7; KRI I, 96, 13, etc. or $\text{ht rd.wy} = \text{ky}$ ‘under your legs’, e.g. in KRI II, 249, 12), is also attested once in a parallel version to P.Anastasi I, 19, 4–5 (O.DeM 1005, 1662, 6; ‘$\text{wy} = \text{ky}$’), as well as in a parallel version to P.Anastasi IV, 3, 4 (O.Gardiner 28, $\text{tr.ty} = \text{ky}$), and, strikingly, three times in the PChester Beatty IV (v$^5$ 4, 9; rd $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$; v$^7$ 4.12 and 5.2: ‘$\text{wy} = \text{ky}$’).

2. $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$ (with its variants $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$ and $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$) is a hieratic spelling usually considered to have been influenced by the first person singular ending of the Stative (also known as Pseudo-Participle inflexion in Late Egyptian). This ‘long’ spelling is characteristic of the literarily elaborated registers that one finds in the wisdom literature sensu lato, in the Love Songs and in the Laudes Urbis, as well as in the closely related registers of the didactic literature during the Ramesside period. If we add to this corpus some ten examples coming from other literary compositions (such as P.Raife-Sallier III, Two Brothers (1 ex.: 14, 6), Horus and Seth (2 exx.: 7, 7 and 15, 2)), the number of occurrences of the long spelling of the suffix pronoun is 147 vs 20 (88 per cent) in favour of the ‘literary’ registers. The main syntactic environments in which these spellings appear in the whole Late Egyptian corpus are:

- After plurisyllabic prepositions (like $\text{r-h.t}, \text{r-hr}, \text{m-bh}, \text{m-hnt}, \text{m-di}, \text{hn}$).
- After some substantives (especially with dual inflexions). After $\text{sdm} = \text{f}$ forms (mainly as subject of the Perfective and the Subjunctive).

When occurring in documentary texts, spellings like $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$ are mostly found in the introductory formulae of letters and in letters to superiors (probably to be understood in relation to diastratic variation) down to the reign of Ramses III. Consequently, even if some phonological motivations may originally lie behind the use of this spelling, it is safe to assume that the $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$ spelling of the 2sg.m suffix pronoun became somehow indexical of the more formal registers. It is therefore not surprising to find it in literary texts by Amennakhtë.

Moreover, the syntactic environments in which the long spelling occurs in Amennakhtë’s corpus display some interesting regularities. Unlike in the other texts of the Late Egyptian corpus, it does not occur after prepositions, but it does occur as:

- the possessive pronoun after three substantives: $\text{Hity} = \text{k your heart}$ (T1b, 10; T3, 2); $\text{hfr.wy} = \text{k your course of action}$ (T1l, 3); $\text{rr} = \text{k your name}$ (T3, 3);
- the subject of the (mostly dependent) Subjunctive ($\text{m} = \text{k}$) (T1a, 5 = T1n, 8 = TIK, 6, similar spelling in P.BM 10326, v$^0$ 17: ‘$\text{d t m} = \text{k in order that you know}$’); $\text{mdw} = \text{k}$ (T1a, 6 = T1n, 11; similar spelling in O.DeM 1108, 4: ‘$\text{ht mdw} = \text{k when you speak}$’); $\text{phyr} = \text{k}$ (T1n, 12), $\text{rwi} = \text{k}$ (T1l, 11), $\text{sbj} = \text{k}$ (T6, ro)

81 See, e.g., ‘$\text{wy} = \text{ky}$’; P.Anastasi I, 19, 4; ‘$\text{wy} = \text{ky}$; O.DeM 1253, 2, 3; ‘$\text{tr.ty} = \text{ky}$’; O.Turin 6618, 6; ‘$\text{tr.ty} = \text{ky}$’; O.DeM 1616, 3, 8; rd $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$; P.Harris 500, ro 6–7, 12.

82 Less often as the object of the infinitive (fifteen occurrences); see the examples already quoted in Erman (1933, §65).

83 Sometimes also in older constructions, such as the negative perfective $\text{bw sdm} = \text{f}$ in O.DeM 554, 4.

84 See, e.g., P.Northumberland I, r$^5$ 4 and r$^2$ 2; O.DeM 581, 3–4; P.Cairo CG 50809, 2; P.Brooklyn 37, 9031, 5. 5. Later occurrences of the long spelling of the 2sg.m suffix pronoun are very infrequent. Note that, among the clear cases of long writings in non-literary texts after Ramses III (see P.Mallet, 6, 11 and P.Mayer A, v$^9$ 9, 19), three occurrences come from Dhuhotis’ letters (EB EA 10326, r$^5$ 15 and v$^7$ 17; PBN 196, r$^3$ 9).

85 See Erman (1933, §67). The long spelling is never used with monosyllabic prepositions like $\text{nt} = \text{f}$ (maybe with the exception of P.Harris 500, r$^6$ 6–7, 3, m, r, or $\text{lw}$ (in Amennakhtë’s literary corpus, see the short spelling in T3, 5: ‘$\text{lw} = \text{k r nh} = \text{f you will last forever}$’ and $\text{mdw}$).

86 But $\text{wy} = \text{ky}$ in T1A.

87 For this spelling, see also P.BM 10326, 15 (= LRL 18, 7); m$^d$ bhy$ = \text{k m sl} = \text{i m md.t nh}’ do not worry about me regarding anything’ and P.BN 196, r$^3$ 3 (= LRL 22, 2).
In conclusion, it might be argued that, given the observed regularities, the spelling of the 2sgm suffix pronoun could be used as an interesting criterion with which to corroborate the attribution of a literary text to Amennakhte or, more broadly, to Amennakhte's 'school'. Indeed, if the explanation of the affinity of the long spelling with specific lexemes and restricted syntactic environments remains open to further investigation, the combination in a text of the spelling $\ll$ after dual inflexions and of the spelling $\ll\ll$ (or $\ll\ll$) after the Subjunctive (and some substantives) could be taken as a worthwhile criterion. Quite interestingly, this happens at least in two didactic compositions: O.Gardiner 28 (= HO cxiii, 1; a copy of P.Anastasi IV, 3.4-4.7) and, strikingly, P.Chester Beatty IV, v$^a$, which, as mentioned earlier (see above §2), has been tentatively attributed to Amennakhte himself by Posener based on internal thematic criteria as well as geographic and diachronic compatibility between the manuscripts. Of course, this criterion is not sufficient in itself, but rather should be taken as an indication that this possibility actually holds.$^{89}$

§5. DIAPHASIC VARIATION: A MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROACH TO REGISTER ANALYSIS

In order to examine the variation between the registers used by Amennakhte when composing texts belonging to different genres and to show thereby, through the various selections that he deliberately made within the scribal repertoire of his time, his full mastery of the writing conventions, I will first focus on the types and distributions ('register features') of the main predicative constructions attested in each text of the corpus.$^{90}$ In a second step, other distinctive linguistic features ('register markers') will be acknowledged so as to suggest a more fine-grained picture of variation between registers during the first part of the Twentieth Dynasty.

Given the relatively small size of the corpus, one has to use both qualitative and quantitative criteria in the analysis of linguistic features responsible for register variation.$^{91}$ Accordingly, the predicative constructions will be envisioned both in terms of types (i.e. occurrence vs non-occurrence of a construction) and in terms of distribution (i.e. percentage of occurrence of each construction).

As shown in Figure 5.1, the range of predicative constructions$^{92}$ attested in Amennakhte's corpus is relatively wide. One finds predicative constructions (verbal morphology included) that are: (a) characteristic of Late Egyptian (left of the chart); (b) common to Late Egyptian and Égyptien de tradition (centre of the chart); and (c) inherited from Earlier Egyptian, but no longer productive in Late Egyptian (right of the chart). Consequently, the texts may be arranged according to the types of predicative constructions that occur in their respective registers; this corresponds to different parts of the scale of written formality:

- The registers of T1 and T5–6 filter out the more recent constructions that are strongly indexical of the lower part of the formality scale (periphrastic constructions with iri, Future III, Sequential, and Conjunctive). Additionally, the selections within the repertoire in the registers of T1 and T5 are oriented towards the higher part of the formality scale, which is illustrated by the occurrences of constructions that are no more productive in the documentary corpus of the time.
- T2 and T3 are literary compositions whose registers are largely open to constructions that entered the written repertoire during the New Kingdom. The small size of these two texts prevents additional conclusions, but they seem not to be entirely closed to constructions belonging to the older, more formal, part of the repertoire.
- The documentary registers of TA and TB are, as expected, fully open to the latest development of the written language of the time and closed to the older constructions and verbal morphology typical of Earlier Egyptian.

The continuum of distinct selections in the available written repertoire is therefore nicely illustrated by the analysis of the types of predicative constructions

$^{88}$ This spelling is to be related to the rather frequent long spellings of the 2sgm suffix pronoun when it is the subject of the dependent subjunctive of rh in the construction n$t$ rh$ y $ see, e.g., O.DeM 289, 1: di=x=1 rh=k pi kth$ iy$ = n$= pr ir $= pwy; O.Petrie 92, $^5$ (= HO 42.1); PKoller, 5.7 (= LEM 120, 14); O.Gardiner 86, 2; P.Leiden 348, 10.1 (= LEM 136.10). See also P.Boulaq 4, 17.7: nn rh=k dd sv' when it is impossible for you to express them (properly) [i.e. the words]. This last example is to be added to the examples dealt with in Polis (2011).

$^{89}$ The text, usually attributed to the early Twentieth Dynasty in Thebes (see, e.g., Quirke (1996, 382)), should be systematically compared with Amennakhte's production. See also the thematic proximity between P.Chester Beatty IV, v$^a$ 4.8 and T3 noted in Vernus (2010, 491).

$^{90}$ In the corpus under investigation, I consider that a single register is used in each text, admittedly simplifying things quite a bit.

$^{91}$ It is worth noticing that the present approach relies on linguistic features only in distinguishing registers. This means that one of the more effective criteria for register distinction, namely the lexical similarities between texts belonging to the same genre (which result from the influence of common situational features), has been left out of the present study. For this kind of approach, see Gohy, Martin Leon, and Polis (2013).

$^{92}$ For the sake of clarity, the participles and relative forms have been excluded from the chart because of the important number of different morphological units. Their interest for the identification of registers is, however, beyond any doubt. One might think, for example, of the high frequency of the construction [inf. in NP] in legal and administrative documents.
in the corpus. This observation alone shows the inadequacy of Groll’s approach to the literary verbal system in Late Egyptian, for she did not properly recognize that the Late Egyptian literary texts never constituted a homogenous linguistic system, but rather a continuum of registers on the formality scale.

The analysis in terms of types of predicative constructions could create the impression that, roughly speaking, the registers of T1 and T5 are similar, as are the ones of T2, T3, T4, and T5. In fact, this may be proven inaccurate by taking into consideration the statistical distribution of the constructions in terms of type-token frequency. In order to make this point clear, I will succinctly limit the discussion to the differences between the registers of T1 and T5, but the same obviously holds, even if to a different extent, for the other texts.

In T1 (see Figure 5.2), one observes a sharp dominance of verbal morphology with manipulative function: together, the Imperative and the Subjunctive represent approximately 45 per cent of the predicative constructions. The high proportion of verbal forms with such function is ultimately linked to the situational features of the register under examination, i.e., that of a teaching, the aim of which is to give advice and instructions to a pupil in an elaborated literary composition.

The variety of other predicative patterns is also to be mentioned, for it reflects both the opening of T1's register to constructions that belong to strata of the repertoire that are common to literary and documentary texts, but also strong intertextual relationships with the linguistic material of the past in related genres. This explains some of the occurrences of linguistics features belonging to the higher part of the formality scale in the register of T1.

Figure 5.3, on the other hand, shows that, even if the registers of T1 and T5 are quite similar with respect to the types of predicative constructions selected, the distribution of this dimension of variation differs substantially between the two registers: the range of predicative constructions is lower and, crucially, the verbal paradigms with solely manipulative function are absent. The description of the recently reinstalled peace and joy in this encomium of Ramses IV leads to a statistically striking over-representation of the Present I with Stative predicates.

This short case study is intended to illustrate the fact that the identification of a register depends not only on the occurrence vs non-occurrence of an individual feature, but also on the relative frequency of features among the various registers. Moreover, the predicative constructions of the registers of T1 and T5 are, to be sure, not representative of this dimension of variation in the registers of the teachings and encomia in general. Only a large-scale and quantitative investigation of these genres would allow refinement of the figure.

Another way to account for the continuum of selections in the written scribal repertoire is to analyse the distribution of the 3PL suffix pronoun. As is well known, the new suffix pronoun =w supersedes the suffix pronoun =sn during the Ramesside Period. Winand showed that the older pronoun =sn is not replaced at the same pace in every syntactic position by the more recent suffix pronoun =w. The spread of the new suffix pronoun =w was apparently quicker...
after iw and definitely after the infinitive (status pronominalis). In the documentary corpus that he investigated, the replacement is almost completed by the beginning of the Twentieth Dynasty: under Ramses III, =sn is limited to two environments, namely after prepositions (two occurrences; 18 per cent) and after iw (two occurrences; 5 per cent).

The distribution of these two pronouns in Amennakhte's corpus is worth looking at in several respects and, even if the figures are very low, some tentative observations may be put forward (see Figure 5.4). Among the literary registers, the ones of T1 and T5 are the more conservative: the occurrences (2) of the 3PL suffix pronoun in T1 are realized with the older form and T5 retains =sn as the subject of the sqm=f forms, as well as in the possessive determiner nly=sn. This correlates with the above-mentioned distribution of the predicative construction: both texts use registers that are manifestly very high on the formality scale.

In the registers of the other literary texts, the set of acceptable syntactic positions for the suffix pronoun =w is larger, since one finds no occurrence of =sn in these texts. This is puzzling considering the fact that =sn occurs both in TA and TB and calls for two comments. First, as stated above, during the Twentieth Dynasty, some literary registers are amply opened to the latest evolutions of the written repertoire; this case is nothing but a direct illustration of the phenomenon. Second, we might be dealing here with real-time diachrony and the evolution of the habits of one scribe. Indeed, even if we have no idea about the dates of composition of T2 and T7, both T6 and TA were composed and written down several years after TB. This explanation is to be treated with caution, but it should be kept in mind as a working hypothesis.

The two dimensions of register variation broached to this point are sufficient to demonstrate the necessity of conceptualizing registers as a continuous rather than discrete construct by putting the focus of the analysis on the relative distribution of common linguistic features.

Some other linguistic features—while maybe not strong enough to be considered 'register markers' strictly speaking, i.e. distinctive indicators of a register—are definitely characteristic of some registers, as opposed to others in the investigated corpus. As opposed to the other texts, T1 and T6 use the old spelling of one negation: mn = (strongly indexical of the higher part of the formality scale). 2.17).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inf.</th>
<th>Subst.</th>
<th>iw</th>
<th>(I) sqm=f</th>
<th>Poss.</th>
<th>Preposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1</td>
<td>=w</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>m/r/mi-kd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T5</td>
<td>=w</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>br</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T6</td>
<td>=w</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T2</td>
<td>=w</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T7</td>
<td>=w</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TB</td>
<td>=w</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>=w</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5.4. Distribution of the 3PL suffix pronouns in the corpus

97 One notices that these two cases of =sn (r 5 and 6) occur after the old imperfective sqm=f form. Do we have to posit a relation between the occurrence of older verbal morphology and the appearance of the older suffix pronoun? This hypothesis might be corroborated by the fact that the sole occurrence of =sn in TB after a verbal form is with the quotative verb i.n=sn 'they said' (r 2.17).

98 For the sole occurrence of =sn in TA as a possible trace of formality and written norm, see bullet number 1, p119.

The topicalizing particle *Ir* 'as for' is avoided in literary registers. In T5, one finds: *n n hr.wt. pr.fw nmn n wr 'the widows, their houses are open' (see also T5, 6); in T1A, 6 (= B, 10), *sgr 'tn, n smr r s.t=fr 'an arrogant announcement is out of place'. In the documentary registers, on the other hand, the topicalizing particle is systematically present: *ir ink, ink nmt n pl st n pr-3 'as for me, I am a free woman of the land of Pharaoh' (TA, 2,1); *ir pl nby nb dr t=f [hr dr t=fr] lm=wr, iw=lr i r dr t=n-f nb.t=l 'whoever among them has been a helping hand, I will give him my goods' (TA, 2,6); *ir pl nty bwpw=f dr t=n=i, bn iw=lr i r dr t=n=f ml nb.t=l 'as for he who did not give me (anything), I will not give him anything of my goods' (TA, 2,7); *ir pl|y|4 hr dw nk <bn> iw=wr r 'k r pšt st m nb.t=l 'as for these four children of mine, they will not have a part of any of my goods' (4,7; sim. in 3, 7, 4, 9, r 5, 1 and 5.3); *ir ps=y=tn dd ( ... ) 'concerning your saying ( ... ')' (TB, r 3,1-2). This opposition between literary and documentary registers does not seem to suffer any exception.

In the literary registers, the morpheme *Iw* is avoided for introducing circumstantial clauses of non-existence\(^\text{100}\) (see, e.g., the virtual circumstantial clauses in T1A, 15 (= T1L, 9); T5, 6–7: *bn pl nby 'there is no more hauling';\(^\text{101}\) and T6, r\(^\text{5–6}\), as well as before the adjunctal stative that is left unconverted\(^\text{102}\) in T1A, 3 (*ngm zp-2 gm z ip km nb.t='it is really pleasant to find a man able in every work') and in the other witnesses, except for T1K, 3–4, which resorts to the converted construction *iw=f ip km nb.t='who is able in every work'.

Finally, lexical diversity is a dimension of variation that deserves close attention when adopting a multidimensional approach to register analysis. Indeed, the richness of the lexical stock, which is typically captured by the type-token ratio \(V/N\),\(^\text{103}\) is expected to vary across genres and registers.\(^\text{104}\) A simple example that focuses on the adjectival category will be sufficient here in order to illustrate the line of reasoning.

\(^\text{100}\) In this respect, the occurrences of the negative relative converter *Iwty in T1 (e.g. K, 15: *Iwty ln=t=f 'the one without discernment [lit. who has no eye]') and T2A (*Iwty hbs.w=f 'the one without clothes') is to be pointed out. However, the vitality of the *Iwty morph in demotic and Coptic (especially the host-class expansion of the *Iwty-constructions) should warn us against identifying it as a sign of formality (diatopic parameters of variation might possibly be responsible for uncontrolled variation). Indeed, the so-called 'predicative *Iw*', see Vernus (1985, especially pp. 155–63 dealing with the construction *bn * + definite subject).

\(^\text{101}\) In a similar vein, the definite article *pl seems to be expressly filtered out in some specific syntactic environments, e.g. before substantial occurrences of the infinitive; see T1A, 3 and 12 (with the other witnesses: *ngm zp-2 gm + onw, and *ngm kšnšn vs T3, 3 (*fr.n wb n=k pl fy) m=n).\(^\text{106}\)

\(^\text{102}\) In the same way, the number of different prepositions is quite limited in literary texts, see T1A, 6 (B, 10) and T1A, 14 (= T1L, 8); T6, r\(^\text{5–6}\), instead of the regular Late Egyptian negation *bn *\(^\text{4} / \)\(^\text{4}\), which occurs both in other literary (T5, 5) and documentary texts (eighteen occurrences, never *nn*).

The teaching of Amennakhte (T1), on the other hand, has thirteen different prepositions, but only six of them also appear in TA–TC (46 per cent). The Teaching of Amennakhte (T1), on the other hand, has thirteen different prepositions, but only six of them also appear in TA–TC (46 per cent).
§6. WRITTEN CONVENTIONS AND STANDARDIZED REGISTERS

Up to this point, the important issue of standardization, conventionalization, or levelling of the written performance has been left almost untouched, beyond the different types of conventions at the graphemic level that were studied in §4. In this section, I briefly discuss two other kinds of regularities in Amennakhte’s writings, pertaining respectively to the graphemo-morphological and constructional levels. These could point to the existence of a somewhat normative conception that Amennakhte—consciously or not—had of written performance.¹⁰⁶

(a) The imperative plural of ḫw ‘to come’¹⁰⁷ is systematically written with the grapheme 4 or — representing the phoneme /n/ in Amennakhte’s corpus:¹⁰⁸ Ṣyn (T6, r° 2; the referent is likely to be nfr ḫw nb ḫw in r° 1; see also Ṣyn (T6, r° 6); Ṣyn (T6, r° 3) ḫ-l Ṣyn (back) inside’ (TB, r° 1.4). This contrasts with the spellings of the imperative singular, where the — is not written.¹⁰⁹ see T11, 14 ( khá) and T7, v° 7: my ( khá) irt ḫb ‘come to celebrate’.

The second person plural imperative of ḫw ‘to come’ does not occur very frequently in the Late Egyptian corpus sensu lato, but, when it does, it is usually written with the grapheme 4 or — as in Amennakhte’s texts.¹¹⁰ Ṣyn ( khá) ḫ-l Ṣyn —建材 n=tn irt ‘Come’ next to me in order to help me (lit. to give me a hand)’ (P.Anastasi I, 5.7); m=f ty nb, Ṣyn ( khá) Ṣyn ( ... ) ‘every righteous man, come’ so to say ( ... ’) (P.Saller I, 1.8 (= LEM 86.14–15)); Ṣyn ( khá) irt, irt ḫ=ḥ Ṣyn n=fn irt ‘Come’, let us celebrate for its festivals of heaven’ (P.Anastasi III, 2.11 (= LEM 22.12–13)); Ṣyn r dr= Ṣyn ( khá) Ṣyn (come’ you all (so that we give praise to him together)’ (Medinet Habu, Great Inscription of

¹⁰⁶ I suggest below that one way of showing the conventionalized nature of some registers is to observe the relaxing of the scribe’s attention in the course of writing a text.

¹⁰⁷ For the existence of an isomorphic imperative for ḫw ‘to come’, see the arguments for and against respectively in Schweitzer (2008) and Quack (2004).

¹⁰⁸ See also G.IHAO 1255 A, r° 5 to be published by P. Grandet. This case is to be distinguished from the imperative plural written with the plural strokes (22), like in hīb (р ог н ог ) r pt ‘write’ to Pharao!- (TB, r° 2.4). Indeed, it is difficult to ascertain whether this kind of spelling refers to an underlying phonological reality (compare ḫ)yîn n=tn ḫ=ḥ Ṣyn ( ... ) ‘true’ (TB, r° 2.17) with ḫ=ḥ Ṣyn nb ḫ=ḥ Ṣyn r ḫ=ḥ Ṣyn dr= Ṣyn (no) ‘come’ not cross in direction of the riverbank’ (TB, r° 3.11) or is merely a graphemic device that specifies the plurality of the form. The same kind of problem holds for the distinction between the masculine ḫ=ḥ (or the like) and the feminine ḫ=ḥ (ee, e.g., LEM 48.16: n=tn n=tn ḫ=ḥ Ṣyn ‘I come to me, mother Isis, my mother’; PBM EA 9997, IV 4: Ṣyn r ḫ=ḥ ‘come to me’) of the singular. Whether such spellings relate to the opposition between ḥuy (masc.) and ḥuy (fem.) in Coptic is an open question. On this issue, see Erman (1933, §354) and Junge (2001, 81).

¹⁰⁹ In P.Turin CG 54051, compare similarly §4.22 (pl. ḫ=ḥ with §11.6 (sg. ḫ=ḥ).

¹¹⁰ See Erman (1933, §354 and 362), Caminos (1954, 79), Cerny and Groll (1993, 348), and Wh. II, 35.15–17.

...
iw.k (hr) lr.pt nty im 'while you act as someone yonder'; iw=sn (hr) hY hr nbn flY msw.n n hU nfr 'while they are taking care of the full term male children' (T5, 516). A regularity of this kind would deserve checking in a broader corpus in order to specify its spread beyond the idiolectal level, but it has per se the interest of showing how the syntactic environment might have had an influence on the actuation of a construction (here, with or without the preposition hr).

Additionally, the lack of counter-examples points to a possible awareness of a written norm regarding this construction, one that ultimately led to levelled registers in Amennakhte's case.

The importance of levelling processes may be further illustrated by examining the 'respect' of a norm in a single text. In TA, the elegance of the calligraphy seems to be reflected in the spellings and in the language itself that tends to be highly uniform and overwhelmingly regular. At the graphemic level, an illustration of motivated variations may be found in the status pronominalis of the substantive h.t 'thing' (see above §4.2). The actual phonetic realization of the /ti/ is underlined in the spellings by the systematic appearance of the grapheme (~F'). The actual phonetic realization of the /ti/ is underlined in the spellings by the systematic appearance of the grapheme (~F'). The actual phonetic realization of the /ti/ is underlined in the spellings by the systematic appearance of the grapheme (~F'). The actual phonetic realization of the /ti/ is underlined in the spellings by the systematic appearance of the grapheme (~F'). The actual phonetic realization of the /ti/ is underlined in the spellings by the systematic appearance of the grapheme (~F'). The actual phonetic realization of the /ti/ is underlined in the spellings by the systematic appearance of the grapheme (~F'). The actual phonetic realization of the /ti/ is underlined in the spellings by the systematic appearance of the grapheme (~F'). The actual phonetic realization of the /ti/ is underlined in the spellings by the systematic appearance of the grapheme (~F'). The actual phonetic realization of the /ti/ is underlined in the spellings by the systematic appearance of the grapheme (~F'). The actual phonetic realization of the /ti/ is underlined in the spellings by the systematic appearance of the grapheme (~F').

The prepositions hr and r of the analytic predicative constructions (Present I, Future III, Sequential) are always written, which does not match the general evolution trends of these constructions for the period.

It could be argued that these features are not register-dependent, but are rather a general characteristic of Amennakhte's written production (who could turn out to be a rather conservative scribe). This assumption is, however, contradicted by the data of TB: this text was written years before TA and displays several features that are more advanced from a diachronic viewpoint (formality scale) and less regular (standardization scale) than TA (see, e.g., the frequent, but non-regular and apparently non-motivated, omission of the prepositions in the above-mentioned analytical predicative constructions). This constitutes a noteworthy argument in favour of the existence of a rather vivid language ideology that played a decisive part even in the registers that are not located at the highest end of the formality scale. This formal and conventionalized character of the written register of TA, when compared to other documentary texts, is arguably further demonstrable thanks to minor changes that could point to the decreasing attention of Amennakhte in the course of his writing:

- change from 3ptl suffix pronoun =sn to =w after the preposition n (a conservative environment, see §5): iw=sn hr dl.t n=sn' and I gave them' (2.3) vs r nd.t ty lw n frts ls ht hm.wt i.dls s n=sn 'list of the members of the gang and women to whom she gave' (3.1);

- the quantifier nb agrees consistently in gender with the antecedent. This is a written hypercorrection, since this type of gender agreement is no longer required during the Twentieth Dynasty, but in column 4.9 we find iht nb (and again in column 5.7);

- change from ~ to ~ as the grapheme of the prothetic yod of the Late Egyptian relative form to the newer and usual spelling: ~ (~) (3.1), ~ (~) (3.9), (~) (3.11), (~) (4.1), (~) (4.11), (~) (5.3).

Before concluding this section and in order to summarize the various facets that have been studied above, the dimensions of variation can be tentatively and sketchily presented on a two-dimensional graph (Figure 5.6, which includes only the main texts of the corpus). The horizontal axis represents the continuum of register features (verbal morphology, lexical diversity, etc.) while the vertical axis combines the numbers and types of register markers and the degree of conventionalization.

It should be noted that this graph does not capture the degree of variation within a single register. Expectedly, some registers have a well-defined norm, entailing relatively little variation, while other registers are less specified linguistically, so that there are considerable differences among the texts mobilizing this register.

of the written register of TA, when compared to other documentary texts, is arguably further demonstrable thanks to minor changes that could point to the decreasing attention of Amennakhte in the course of his writing: 121

117 This is compatible with—but markedly different from—the tendency observed by Winand (1992, 415–16) in the broader corpus of the Twentieth Dynasty. He gives the following figures, depending on the syntactic environment: hr is present 41% of the time when the Present I occurs in an independent syntactic position while only 22% of the time after the circumstantial iw.

118 In the same vein, Winand (1992, 508–10) analysed the possible influence of different syntactic environments on the occurrence vs non-occurrence of the allative preposition r within the Future III construction.


120 In this respect, see Winand (1992, 418) who commented on the 'particulariamas de scriber' regarding the frequent occurrence of the preposition hr with the Present I in some texts. Given the examples quoted, I would be tempted to postulate here register rather than scribal variation and to link it expressly to a language ideology probably developed through the norm of the didactic literature.

121 Some mistakes are certainly due to the same phenomenon: (1) omission of the negation: lv ply 3 lny w lk, c> lw=sn r k r dl.t m hU t=sn nb' as for these three children of mine, they shall ~ c> t~ participate in the division of any of my goods' (4.7–8); (2) ply=sn ~ c> c> written instead of ~ c> s (5.3). See Winand (this volume, Chapter 6) for similar changes of the scribal practices in the course of writing a document in the Tomb Robberies corpus.

122 This description of the registers is culturally free, i.e., not based on etic criteria that depend on the reconstructed categories of genres and registers. In this respect, it complements the emic approach explored by Donker van Heel and Haring (2003 [Introduction]): 'A modern attempt at classifying ancient texts inevitably results in a modern classification. It has been tried to minimize this anachronism by taking Egyptian terminology as the main point of departure.'
§7. IDIOLECTAL FEATURES AND THE IDENTIFICATION OF SCRIBES IN DEIR EL-MEDINA

In this last section, a possible idiolectal feature of Amennakhte will be described before questioning the feasibility of using graphemic and linguistic features as valuable criteria for identifying a scribe or an author in the community of Deir el-Medina, especially during the first part of the Twentieth Dynasty.

The construction of abstract deverbal substantives with the substantive s.t 'place' (\(\text{smj}\)) + verbal root is a well-known derivational strategy in Ancient Egyptian.\(^{123}\) However, if it represents a well-established noun formation pattern in Earlier Egyptian, it has not often been acknowledged for the texts of the New Kingdom. I suggest recognizing two instances of such a construction in TB, r\(^*\) 4.10: hr ptr=tn b s.t '-ht (\(\text{f.ti.w}\)) n bty PN hr b s.t-ln impr.\(\text{w}\) (\(\text{smj}\)) (\(\text{ptr.}\)) 'but you are aware of the position of the vizier PN regarding the fact of bringing stones'. This 'particularism' is coherent and expected, but in the documentation at our disposal seems to be peculiar to Amennakhte.\(^{124}\)

\(^{123}\) See already Firchow (1954, 93–4).

\(^{124}\) Another rare feature in Amennakhte's writings is the use of suffix pronoun -\(\text{imy}\) in attributive position with possessive function, see TA, 2.2 lry=1 dgr pty 8 bkt=\(\text{imy}\)'l I brought up these eight servants belonging to you(r group)'. In the Late Egyptian corpus, I know of a single parallel

Given the high degree of the variation between registers, the discussion of Amennakhte's authorship based on linguistic features is mainly to be achieved by comparing similar registers. In the present case, however, the numerous cases of regularities and motivated variations that have been noticed in the course of the study, both within and across registers, might lead to interesting results.

Before proceeding, it should be emphasized that converging graphemic and linguistic criteria will hardly ever constitute definite proof in favour of attributing a text to an individual scribe. From the outset, these need be supplemented by a close study of the handwriting, by an examination of the other dating criteria, and by taking into consideration thematic similarities\(^{125}\) in the case of literary compositions. In order to test this methodology, I restrict the following analysis to three texts.

The general principles are first tested on P.Ashmolean 1945.97, cols. 5.9–sq. (§7.1), i.e. the end of TA that directly follows Amennakhte's text and has been written by another hand, perhaps that of his son Horisheri (see n. 55). Given the fact that we deal here with the same genre on the same document, very little variation is expected. As such, the question will be whether some criteria mentioned above are able to account for the distinction between scribes. Second, Dorn suggested that 'e'in möglicher Schluss der Lehre Amunnachts dürfte in O.DeM 1219 vorliegen',\(^{126}\) whereas Bickel and Mathieu were rather of the opinion that 'l'O.Gardiner 341, s'il n'appartient pas à la fin de cet Enseignement, semble lui être apparent'.\(^{127}\) Both hypotheses will be reviewed here in order to see whether the texts could possibly be attributed to Amennakhte (§7.2). Finally, a documentary text belonging to the 'test corpus' will be looked at (O.Berlin P 10633), in order to determine whether the regularities and motivated variations of the main corpus corroborate the attribution, suggested on onomastic and palaeographical grounds, to Amennakhte (§7.3).
§7.1. The End of the Testamentary Deposition of Naunakhte

The variations between TA and the end of the document are striking at several levels and, setting aside the differences of handwritings, they would lead to recognizing two distinct scribes. See, e.g.,

- [DATE] hrw pn wnh spr r nb.t in rmt-is.t PN ‘[date] on this day, the workman PN appeared in court’ (col. 5.9). The phraseology is identical to that of TA (see 1.4), but dissimilarities appear at the graphemic level: hrw is written here Ꝋ vs ꜊ (TA, 1.4) and rmt-is.t is written ꜊ vs ꜊ in TA (eleven occurrences, no variation).
- As regards the spellings, one can also quote: ‘nh-n-niw.t Ꝋ ꜅ ꜊ (5.10) vs ꜊ ꜅ in TA (eight occurrences, no variation); niw.t-nht ꜊ ꜈ ꜊ (5.10) vs ꜊ ꜈ ꜊ in TA (1.5).
- The status pronominialis of feminine substantives is written without the grapheme Ꝋ (see 5.9–10; n⟩ st l.ir ‘nh-n-niw.t hr h.t.s ( serviceProvider) ‘the documents which the citizen PN wrote concerning her goods’), whereas all the occurrences of TA do have the longer spelling.
- The negative Future III (col. 5.11) with subjunctival subject reads: bn iw PN a pš im.w ‘PN shall not share in it’, with iw NP and no preposition r. This contrasts clearly with all the other occurrences of the Future III in TA.

§7.2. O.DeM 1219 and O.Gardiner 341

When comparing the respective compatibilities of O.DeM 1219 and O.Gardiner 341 with Amennakhte’s scribal habits, the lexemic criteria will be expressly avoided in order not to influence the results with elements of content. I will only discuss the formal graphemic and linguistic features that have been identified in the main corpus.

Several features speak in favour of Dorn’s hypothesis regarding O.DeM 1219:

- The spelling of the substantive sbly.t ‘teaching’ status pronominalis with the grapheme Ꝋ (r=3) as in TIA, 10 ꜊ ꜈ ꜊.
- The long spelling ꜊ ꜈ ꜊ of the 2SGM suffix pronoun in syntagmatic environments similar to TI: after mdw/md.w.t ‘speak/words’ (r=4 ꜊ ꜈ ꜈ ꜈ ꜈ identical to TIA, 6) and ini ‘bring’ (r=16 in the bw adm=f construction, cf. TIA, 15); see also r=18 after a lacuna. The short spelling is found after it ‘father’ and dr ‘hand’ (r=16 and 17).
- Use of the 3PL suffix pronoun =sn (r=6 and 7 (not =w)), which is also systematic in TI.

- Identical spellings for almost all the lexemes: n̄m ‘sweet’ (TIA, r=5 = TIA, 11), ‘to enter’ (TIA, r=6, always the same spelling in the corpus (six occ.; see, e.g., TA, 4.2, TB, r=1.2)), hpr ‘to become’ (TIA, r=15 and 19 = TIA, 5 and TIA, 4), kí ‘NP ‘form, nature, manner of NP’ (TIA, r=16 = TIA, r=17 = TIA, 1), kí.l ‘work’ (TIA, r=18 = TIA, 3), nb ‘heart’ (r=19 = passim), is.w ‘maxims’ (TIA, r=20 = TIA, 1).

Against the attribution of this text to Amennakhte himself, or more narrowly to the very Teaching of Amennakhte, I am able to mention only one argument: the use of the negation bn in the construction iw=1 hpr bn ib=1 m h.t=1 ‘lit. it happened that my heart was not in my body anymore’, instead of the negation nn that seems to be the norm in T1. However, the negation bn occurs in other literary registers very close to that of T1 (see especially T6, r=5–6). Moreover, given the fact that we are possibly at the very end of the text, a decrease in the level of indexical formality cannot be ruled out (see §6). Anyhow, the graphemic and linguistic features of this composition seem to be mostly in agreement with the data collected in the study of Amennakhte’s corpus.

The suggestion made by Bickel and Mathieu regarding O.Gardiner 341 receives less support. The attribution to Amennakhte relies principally on the occurrence of two lexemes that are also found in T1:

- dni (l. 3 and 3) ‘dam, dyke’ (TIA, in the expression dni pw M. ‘Maat is a dam’; this lemma also occurs in TIA, 3 (and other witnesses) with a similar spelling;
- bi.l.t (l. 5) ‘character’ (TIA, that also occurs in T3, 6, with a slightly different spelling: TIA).

Now that ’TIn has been connected to T1, one could also quote the spelling of mdr ‘to love’ on l. 1 (cf. TIA, which seems to be identical to TIn, l. 11. I see no other criteria that would confirm the attribution of this ostracoon to our author, but given the very short size and fragmentary nature of this text, as well as the absence of any strong counterargument, it would be risky to deny the possibility of its attribution to Amennakhte. The question must remain open.

§7.3. O.Berlin P 10633

Several features of this text are closely related to the documentary registers of the main corpus:

128 For the lexemic, phraseological, and thematic similarities, see Fischer-Elfert (1997, 12–16).

129 On this spelling (cf. Coptic 790110), see Erman (1933, §49) and Fischer-Elfert (1984a). The spelling Ꝋ occurs in other witnesses of T1 as well as in T5, 4; Ꝋ in T6, r=3.
A very good correspondence between the spellings of this text and the ones of the main corpus, see especially imm-nht ‘Amennakhte’.\textsuperscript{130} snt ‘to make a report’, is.t ‘team’, hrw ‘day’, lbd ‘month’, dlv ‘reasons’, bd.t ‘emmer’.

Same formulation in l. 2 (20 n hrw ‘k.w m pl lbd) and in TB, r\textsuperscript{3} 1.2 (lw hrw 18 ‘k m pl lbd) with the identical full spelling of lbd (\textsuperscript{2006,225)\textsuperscript{a) bd.t ‘emmer’.

\begin{itemize}
\item Same formulation in l. 2 (20 n hrw ‘k.w m pl lbd) and in TB, r\textsuperscript{3} 1.2 (lw hrw 18 ‘k m pl lbd) with the identical full spelling of lbd (\textsuperscript{2006,225)\textsuperscript{a) bd.t ‘emmer’.
\item Same formulation in l. 2 (20 n hrw ‘k.w m pl lbd) and in TB, r\textsuperscript{3} 1.2 (lw hrw 18 ‘k m pl lbd) with the identical full spelling of lbd (\textsuperscript{2006,225)\textsuperscript{a) bd.t ‘emmer’.
\item Same formulation in l. 2 (20 n hrw ‘k.w m pl lbd) and in TB, r\textsuperscript{3} 1.2 (lw hrw 18 ‘k m pl lbd) with the identical full spelling of lbd (\textsuperscript{2006,225)\textsuperscript{a) bd.t ‘emmer’.
\end{itemize}

\textsuperscript{130} To the well-known occurrences of his name, add Grandet (2003, 353) and O.DeM 10034, r\textsuperscript{3} 1.2–3. 1.12–13. 1.17–18. 1.19–20. 1.22–23. 1.26–27. See also Grandet (2006, 225).

\textsuperscript{131} Other less decisive criteria could be added. (1) There is the occurrence of the construction bw sgm.w NP in l. 3 (bw dy n=sn dw ‘the ration has not been delivered to us’) with a quite unusual spelling of the verb raf. (\textsuperscript{2006,225)\textsuperscript{a) bd.t ‘emmer’. (2) The preposition hr is always written with the sequential and ‘is’ as subject (l. 5, 6, and 7); in TB, the preposition hr tends not to be written, but is there when the subject is ‘is’; see r\textsuperscript{3} 2.5.

§8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is first and foremost a plea for a variationist approach to the Ancient Egyptian linguistic material. Indeed, we are lucky enough to have first-hand access to texts that, unlike, e.g., the writings of most of the classical Greek and Latin authors, have not (or have to a very small extent) been standardized by a long homogenizing scribal tradition. This means that, not only writing communities or subgroups of the Egyptian society, but also individual scribes may come to the fore and that significant patterns of variation become discernable at different levels of linguistic analysis.

In order to fully benefit from these (re-)humanized Egyptological linguistic data, one has to accept the texts as they stand, in their diversity, and to resist the normative temptation to emend the data. The description of variation\textsuperscript{132} at the micro level of the scribes—that is too often analysed in terms of ‘exceptions’ to ‘violations’ of ‘rules’—is one of the keys and a prerequisite for a sound approach of Ancient Egyptian diachrony.

As has been made clear several times, the present study is programmatic. However, the descriptions of Amennakhte’s writing habits quite explicitly showed that the variation at the level of an individual scribe is far from being random and is almost entirely free from unmotivated or atemporal idiosyncrasies. On the contrary, a number of infra- and extralinguistic factors have been identified in order to account for the variations within and across registers. As such, if the ancient Egyptians left us with virtually no metacomments on their own linguistic system, this type of investigation shows how a scribe of the Ramesside period was, beyond any doubt, conscious of the registers he used depending on the communicative context. He was able to play with linguistic features and indexical markers intentionally selected\textsuperscript{133} in a wide multiglossic scribal repertoire that had been progressively enriched by the history of the language through textual heritage.

Finally, two promising avenues for future research, which have not been directly addressed on empirical grounds here, can be pointed out. (1) The study of individual scribal practices is a necessary first step, but it is to be complemented and expanded by relating it to the linguistic variation within a community a broader region, or at the level of entire bodies of texts. The dynamics of language in a community, such as the identification of innovative scribes and agents of propagation and stabilization of features recently integrated in the written repertoire belongs, to be sure, to the future of our field. (2) The present study was mainly oriented towards a synchronic description of register variation, but one of the ensuing goals will be to refine our approach to the Ancient Egyptian diachrony, starting from an accurate description of register variation for each period. Indeed, as Biber puts it, ‘a register perspective is crucial to complete an understanding of the processes of language development and change: [...] linguistic change interacts in complex ways with changing patterns of register

\textsuperscript{130} ‘Variation is at the very heart of the mechanism responsible for selected, adaptive evolutionary change’ (Givón (2002, 17–18)).

\textsuperscript{132} On this point, see Stauder’s (2013a) results regarding the Egyptien de tradition of the Eighteenth Dynasty.
variation." The Ancient Egyptian corpus is a tantalizing one for analysing how structural changes enter a language in particular registers\textsuperscript{135} and subsequently evolve at different rates in different registers, as well as for determining the situational and cultural parameters that make possible and support such evolutions through the permanent mobilization and (re)construction of an evanescent, although pervasive, language ideology.

\textsuperscript{134} Biber (1995, 13); see also Romaine (1980 and 1982).
\textsuperscript{135} See Goldwasser (1991) about ‘dynamic canonicity’ and Junge (2001, 21) who stated that ‘the norms of registers change for written languages also. The speed with which changes appear in particular types of texts depends upon their relative position in the norm hierarchy: the more developed the norm, the slower it changes.’